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Conformation-dependent evolution of copolymer sequences
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A ‘‘toy model’’ of molecular evolution of sequences in copolymers is proposed and implemented using a
molecular-dynamics-based algorithm. The model involves coupling of conformation-dependent and sequence-
dependent properties. It is shown that this model allows the realization of two main possibilities: ascending and
descending branches of evolution~in terms of information content of a sequence!, depending on the interaction
parameters shaping the conformation of a polymer globule. The problem of adequate description of informa-
tion complexity of copolymer sequences is studied. It is shown that Shannon’s entropy or compressibility of a
sequence gives preference to random sequences and therefore cannot be applied for this purpose. On the other
hand, the Jensen-Shannon divergence measure turns out to give the description of information complexity
which corresponds to our intuitive expectations. In particular, this characteristic can adequately describe two
branches of evolution mentioned above, exhibiting a singularity on the boundary of these regimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of evolution is one of the cornerstones
modern natural sciences: in cosmology, the evolution of
Universe is discussed; in geology, the evolution of the Ea
and in life sciences biological evolution~driven by selection!
@1#. This concept can be also applied to polymer scie
@2,3#. The corresponding statement of the problem is v
clear. The present day biopolymers~proteins, DNA, and
RNA! possess complicated sequences of monomer u
which encode their functions and structure~e.g., unique ter-
tiary structure of globular proteins!. Therefore, these se
quences~in 20-letter alphabet for the case of proteins and
4-letter alphabet for the cases of DNA and RNA! should be
statistically very different from random ones and often e
hibit significant correlation on different scales@4,5#. In other
words, it is natural to expect that the content of informati
in these sequences is relatively high in comparison with r
dom sequences~e.g., DNA sequences contain all genetic i
formation! @4,5#.

On the other hand, the formation of first copolymers at
very beginning of molecular prebiological evolution cou
lead only to random sequences or sequences with tr
short-range correlations. In other words, the information c
tent of these sequences was practically zero. One can a
that in the course of molecular evolution, the copolymer
quences became more and more complex until they rea
the stage of information complexity of present day biopo
mers. The study of various possibilities of this evolution
copolymer sequences is just the area where the evolu
concept can be used in the context of polymer science.

On the other hand, the formulated fundamental problem
extremely difficult due to the absence of direct informati
on the early prebiological evolution. Therefore, of particu
interest are ‘‘toy models’’ of evolution of sequences, whi
show different possibilities for appearance of statistical co
plexity and long-range correlation in the sequences. Since
random mutations it is impossible to increase the informat
1063-651X/2003/67~5!/051901~10!/$20.00 67 0519
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contents of a sequence, such toy models should take
account the coupling between polymer chain conformat
~defined by the interactions between monomer units of
ferent type! and evolution of sequence. In other words, w
have to explore the possibilities of conformation-depend
evolution of copolymer sequences.

One of the variants of conformation-dependent design
copolymers that in one step leads to rather complicated
tistical sequences has been recently considered in R
@6–12#. Following this approach, we start with a homopol
mer globule stabilized by the attraction between monom
units. Then we introduce a ‘‘coloring’’ procedure. The un
in the core of the globule remain ‘‘black’’ and are calle
hydrophobic~H units!, while the units at the surface of th
globule are colored in ‘‘white’’ and are called hydrophilic, o
polar ~P units!. After that the uniform attraction betwee
monomer units is removed, and we obtain anHP copolymer
whose conformation depends on the interaction const
that we assign toH-H, H-P, andP-P interactions.

Such a copolymer was called in Ref.@6# a proteinlike
copolymer because it mimics one of the important feature
real globular proteins: the possibility of formation of den
hydrophobic core stabilized by hydrophilic envelope in
globular conformation. It is because of this feature that p
teins do not precipitate in the solution in the globular co
formation, contrary to what would happen for statistica
random copolymers. Of course, the presence of a hydrop
envelope is a necessity, but not a sufficient condition for
absence of aggregation. Also, it should be mentioned
formation of a hydrophilic envelope is only one of the pr
tein properties and therefore proteinlike copolymers ha
nothing to do with real proteins. Moreover, biological evol
tion forced proteins to be not only collapsed heteropolyme
but also to assume highly specific three-dimensional str
tures.

The procedure outlined above was first realized in co
puter experiments, and it was shown that the properties
proteinlikeHP copolymers differ very significantly from the
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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copolymers with random and random-block sequen
@6–8#. Later, proteinlikeHP copolymers were synthesize
in real chemical experiments@13,14#, and the predictions o
computer experiments were confirmed. The role of color
in real experiments is played by the reaction of a monom
unit with a reagent, which converts hydrophobic unit to
charged or polar group. In Ref.@13#, hydrophilization was
achieved by grafting of short poly~ethylene oxide! chains to
the thermosensitive poly~isopropylacrylamide! backbone. It
was shown that grafting to the more compact conformat
~which occurs mainly from the surface leading to a kind
surface coloring! is more efficient than random grafting to
coil conformation. Recently, several papers by differe
groups described a new approach for obtaining protein
HP copolymers by copolymerization in a poor selective s
vent @14#. This method automatically produced a core
thermosensitive weakly hydrophobic units surrounded by
drophilic envelope. As a result, a solution of nonaggregat
globules was obtained.

The statistical properties of the resulting proteinlikeHP
sequences were analyzed in Ref.@15#. It was shown that
these sequences exhibit long-range correlations of Le
flight type; therefore they acquire a certain degree of co
plexity as a result of a one-step coloring procedure@6–8#.

The aim of the present paper is to introduce explicitly t
concept of evolution of sequences into the scheme of g
eration of proteinlike copolymers. Namely, after the form
tion of initial HP sequence we will allow the macromolecu
to undergo a coil-globule transition to a new globule, main
induced by the strong attraction betweenH units, and then
we will perform recoloring in the newly formed globula
conformation. The rules of this recoloring will be the sam
as in Refs.@6–8#: the units that have maximum contacts wi
solvent molecules will be colored in white, while the un
that are mainly in contact with other monomer units will
converted into black. In this way, we will obtain a macr
molecule with aHP sequence. For this macromolecule, w
can again perform globular folding induced by the attract
betweenH units in the new sequence, again perform rec
oring, obtain newHP sequence, etc.

Following this procedure, the proteinlikeHP sequences
will undergo some evolution. The question is that wheth
this evolution leads to the increase of complexity or we w
end up with some trivial sequence? We will show below t
the answer to this question depends on the interrelation
tweenH-H, H-P, andP-P interaction constants. For som
parameters, the sequences become more complex and
range correlations more pronounced~model of the ascending
branch of the evolution!, while for the other parameters, th
degree of complexity decreases and we come to a ra
trivial HP block copolymer~model of descending branch o
the evolution!.

In the literature, several simple computer models desc
ing the evolution of copolymer sequences were propo
~see, e.g., Refs.@16–27#!. However, most of these mode
are aimed to resolve various problems of protein phys
e.g., the problem of generating specific amino acid
quences, which are thermodynamically stable in a ta
three-dimensional conformation and are able to fold fast i
05190
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this conformation at a given temperature. As stated abo
our approach in this paper is different. That is, we give
following approach.

~i! We propose a toy model of molecular evolution
sequences in copolymers that allow two main possibiliti
ascending and descending branches of evolution~in terms of
information content of a sequence!, depending on the inter
action parameters shaping the conformation of a polym
globule.

~ii ! We investigate that which information characteristi
of a sequence can be used to describe informational c
plexity. In particular, we will show that such well-know
quantities such as Shannon’s entropy or compressibility o
sequence cannot be applied for this purpose. On the o
hand, the so-called Jensen-Shannon divergence mea
seems to be a good candidate to describe the informa
complexity, at least for the sequences studied in this pap

II. COMPUTATIONAL STRATEGY
AND OBSERVED QUANTITIES

A. Model and simulation technique

First of all, we will define our model and algorithm em
ployed for the simulation of evolutionary process. We w
consider a ‘‘black-and-white’’ model of a copolymer cha
that involves only two types of monomers,H ~hydrophobic!
andP ~hydrophilic or polar!. Since we are interested in de
scribing the main general possibilities for the evolution
sequences, we will fix theHP composition at 1:1 for the
sake of simplicity. Earlier, we have studied the effect
variation ofHP composition on the properties of proteinlik
copolymers~see, e.g., Fig. 6 in Ref.@9~b!#!, and the genera
conclusion was that the main qualitative regimes of behav
are not significantly affected by this variation.

We consider a continuum space~bead-spring! model, as
opposed to widely used latticeHP models@28,29#, since the
latter have an intrinsically discretized dynamics of a rath
arbitrary nature and have slow relaxation for a dense glo
lar state. The time evolution of the system is determined
Newton equations that are solved by using the method
molecular dynamics~MD!. The monomers are linked b
flexible bonds to form a linearHP copolymer chain of
lengthN.

The Hamiltonian of the system is taken to be a pairw
type and it is given by

H5 (
i , j 5 i 11

N21

Hb~r i j !1 (
i 51

N22

(
j 5 i 12

N

@Hev~r i j !1Ha~r i j !#

1 1
2 (

i 51

N

pi
2, ~1!

whereHb is the bond potential,Hev takes into account ex
cluded volume,Ha characterizes attractive interactions b
tween chain beads~monomer units!, andi andj range from 1
to N. The distance between the beads is defined asr i j 5ur i
2r j u, wherer i denotes the position vector of beadi in three-
dimensional space. The last term in Eq.~1! is the classical
1-2
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kinetic energy of the chain, where thepi ’s are the canonica
variables conjugate to ther i ’s.

Excluded volume between the all nonbonded beads is
cluded via a repulsive Lennard-Jones potential

Hev~r i j !5H 4«F S s

r i j
D 12

2S s

r i j
D 6

1
1

4G , r i j <r 0

0, r i j .r 0,

~2!

where s5«51 for both H and P monomers andr 0
521/6s is the cutoff distance. The following quasiharmon
bond potential connects the beads of a chain:

Hb~r i j !5H Cb
~1!F S b0

r i j
D 12

22S b0

r i j
D 6

11G , r i j <b0

Cb
~2!FexpH S r i j

b0
D 2

21J 2S r i j

b0
D 2G , r i j .b0 ,

~3!

whereb0 and r i j are equilibrium and current bond length
respectively. This quasiharmonic term in the Hamiltoni
~1!, with the spring constantsCb

(1) and Cb
(2) , couples the

beadsi and j 5 i 11 that are adjacent along the chain. T
equilibrium bond lengthb0 in Eq. ~3! and other lengths are
measured in units ofs, the typical value of which for a rea
polymer iss55 Å. We setb051 andCb

(1)5Cb
(2)51. The

remaining term in Eq.~1! describes attractive interaction
between nonbonded monomers

Ha~r i j !5H 2
«abs

r i j
F12S r i j

r c
D 2G2

, r 0,r i j <r c

0, r i j .r c.

~4!

The parameter«ab (5«HH , «PP , «HP) sets the depth of the
minimum of the nonlocal attraction andr c52.8 is the cutoff
distance for attractive interactions. In Eq.~4!, we adopt the
simplest choice for the cross parameter:«HP5(«HH
3«PP)1/2 @30#. For a globular conformation, the character
tic energy ofH-H interactions is fixed at«HH52 ~all the
energies are measured in units ofkBT). In our conformation-
dependent evolutionary process described above, the v
of «PP is considered as an only variable energy paramete
«HH5«PP52, we have in fact a homopolymer globule, a
a well-compacted conformation emerges. At«HH5«PP50,
there is no attraction between nonbonded beads. For com
tational efficiency, the chain with relatively short length,N
5128, is used for most of the calculations. Preliminary
sults with N5512 suggest that qualitative features do n
differ much in the larger system.

No explicit solvent particles are included in the simu
tions. In order to simulate the solvation effects and time e
lution of the system in contact with a heat bath of tempe
tureT, we augment the equations of motion by the Lange
uncorrelated noise terms

mi r̈ i5Fi2G i ṙ i1Ri , i 51,2,...,N, ~5!
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wheremi51 is the mass of chain beadi, Fi52“ r i
H(r ) is

the systematic force acting on the beadi, R describes the
random force of the heat bath acting on each monomer,
G takes into account the viscosity of the solvent. The valu
R and G are connected through the fluctuation-dissipat
theorem,^Rai(0)Ra i(t)&52G ikBTd(t), a5x,y,z, and en-
sures that the temperature is kept constant@30#. We take the
parameterG to be dependent on solvent-accessible surf
areas~SASA!. To find the values of SASA for a given con
formation, we perform an analytical computation of the s
face areasAi for each specified monomer@31#. HavingAi ,
one can defineG i as G i5G0Ai /Amax, where Amax is the
maximum solvent-accessible surface area of a monome
the model under study and the reference value ofG0 is taken
to be equal to unity. The weighting factorAi /Amax repre-
sents the degree of exposure of the monomeri to the solvent.
When the value of SASA for a given monomer is zero, t
frictional and random forces are zero and the Langevin eq
tion ~5! reduces to Newton’s equation of motion. Typicall
this happens when the monomer is located in the core
globule. On the contrary, a monomer located at the globu
surface is strongly solvated; it means thatAi should be close
to Amax and, as a result, the value ofG i is close to its refer-
ence valueG0 . In the following, the reference temperature
fixed atT5«/kB . The integration of the equations of motio
is performed with the time stepDt50.01sAm/«, using the
Verlet leapfrog/central difference algorithm@30#.

B. The model of molecular evolution

For the evolutionary process, the following algorithm
employed.

~i! For the initial generation (G50), a self-avoiding ho-
mopolymer chain withH units is randomly generated. Thi
chain is considered as a ‘‘common ancestor’’ for a given r

~ii ! A swollen polymer coil is prepared by assigning ze
to the parameters«HH and«PP .

~iii ! The folding of the chain is performed at«HH52 and
at a given value of«PP . Then this bare conformation i
equilibrated fort1543105 integration time steps.

~iv! One half of the units, having the largest SASA a
simultaneously well-separated from the center of mass of
globular core, are transformed intoP type; the remaining
units with the minimum values of SASA and occurring n
far from the center of mass of the globular core are recolo
in H type. Due to such recoloring, the sequence is muta
and passed on to the next generation,G→G11. The com-
position of the sequence is always constrained so that t
areN/2 hydrophobic andN/2 hydrophilic units. Information-
theoretic measures introduced below are used in detec
the statistical properties of the current sequence.

~v! To calculate structural and thermodynamic properti
we perform MD run and use averaging for the sufficien
large number of integration time steps,t2543105.

~vi! The last generation from step~v! is subjected to steps
~ii !–~v!. In other words, we iterate the procedure until
converges self-consistently. This gives a set of the globu
copolymers with different primaryHP structures.
1-3
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In the present study, steps~i!–~vi! are independently re
peated 20 times starting from the various random confor
tions and then all the results are averaged over these ru
order to gain better statistics. For each trajectory, we m
interpret a set of different sequences generated in the co
of our evolutionary process as different ‘‘species’’ origina
ing from a common ancestor.

C. Conformation-dependent and sequence-dependent
properties

The MD trajectories from step~v! are characterized by th
total potential energyU and the mean-square radii of gyr
tion that can be determined for overall macromolecule,R, as
well as separately forH and P monomers,RH and RP .
These quantities depend both on current sequence and
formation and, as pointed out above, they are averaged
43105 time steps and considered as functions of a gen
tion numberG. The second type of the quantities studi
here is related to the primary structure of a copolymer ch
After each mutation@step ~iv!#, we calculate the averag
length ofH andP blocks ~loops!, LH andLP , and various
information-theoretic properties.

D. Shannon’s entropy and related characteristics

A common approach for the analysis of complex syste
is to use concepts from information theory and informatio
theoretic-based techniques@4,32–41#. Within this approach,
copolymer sequences can be examined as messages w
in two-symbol alphabet~lettersH andP!. In general, the aim
is to find a measure capable to indicate how far copolym
sequences generated during our evolutionary process d
from each other and from random or trivial~degenerate! se-
quences. In this study, we consider the statistical prope
related to Shannon’s entropy and the degree of complexit
copolymer sequences.

Let s1s2 ,...,sn be the symbols of a given sequenceS of
length N. If f n(s1s2 ,...,sn) is the average frequency of
subsequence with the symbolss1s2 ,...,sn , i.e., of the
‘‘word’’ s1s2 ,...,sn of lengthn<N, then Shannon’s entrop
of the whole sequence is given by@32#

h52kB (
~all words!

f n~s1s2 ,...,sn!ln@ f n~s1s2 ,...,sn!#, ~6!

wherekB denotes the Boltzmann constant and the summa
runs over all possible words. IfkB is replaced by 1/ln 2, then
h quantifies the amount of information in units of bits@33#.
Of course, Shannon’s entropy depends on the definition
set of words in the sequence. For our case of two-letterHP
copolymer, we will adopt the following set of words~uni-
form blocks!: H,HH,HHH,..., P,PP,PPP,..., i.e., word
~block! is defined by its lengthn and type~H or P!. Then
Shannon’s entropy per monomer can be written as

h52
1

2N (
n

@ f H~n!log2 f H~n!1 f P~n!log2 f P~n!#, ~7!
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where f H(n) and f P(n) are the frequencies of words o
lengthn composed of lettersH andP, correspondingly, and
03 log2 050 is assumed by continuity. In a certain sen
h(S) measures the diversity of events distributed inS. Note
that for the case of repeated or random sequences Shan
entropy can be easily found analytically~e.g., for a uniform
random sequence ofinfinite length written using an alphabe
of two symbols, the exact result ish51 bit; for any regular
multiblock sequence,h50 bit!.

E. Compressibility

Additional measure of information complexity is se
quence compressibility if sequence is represented as a sS
of ASCII characters@35,36#. We use one bit to encode eac
character, i.e., 0 forH and 1 for P. The definition of the
compression ratio used in this work is the same as in R
@37#, i.e., kN512h/h i , whereh i is the length~number of
bits! of the input sequence consisting ofN units ~characters!
andh is the length~number of bits! of the output sequence
For a sequence written using an alphabet of two letters,
hash i5N. A random sequence of sufficient length, whe
both symbols occur with the same probability, correspond
k'0. For a regular array consisting of two different chara
ters, we expect thatk'1 if N@1. On the other hand, a
sequence not arranged in a random or regular order woul
general, give 0,k,1; that is, in this case the compressib
ity is somewhere in between the two extreme cases con
ered above. To calculateh, we employ the UNIX Lempel-
Ziv file compressor GZIP@38#. The length of empty
sequence,h0 , is always extracted fromh. It is clear thath0
and h depend on the compression software applied for c
culations. It appears, however, that the general trends are
same.

F. Jensen-Shannon divergence measure

An adequate definition of complexity of a copolymer s
quence must be objective and consistent with our intuit
notion of what the complexity is about. Neither the algorit
mic complexity @39# ~maximum for random processes! nor
other derived measures based on mutual information@40# or
compressibility are completely satisfactory. As a measure
complexity, we will use the so-called Jensen-Shannon div
gence measure@41,42# which is defined as follows.

Let S5$s1 ...,sN% be a sequence ofN symbols. For two
subsequencesS15$s1 ,...,sn% and S25$sn11 ,...,sN% of
lengthsn andN2n, the difference between the correspon
ing discrete probability distributionsf 1(s1 ,...,sn) and
f 2(sn11 ,...,sN) is quantified by the Jensen-Shannon~JS! di-
vergence

hJS~S1 ,S2!5h~S!2F n

N
h~S1!1

N2n

N
h~S2!G , ~8!

whereS5S1% S2 ~concatenation! andh(S) is Shannon’s en-
tropy of the empirical probability distribution obtained from
block frequencies in the corresponding subsequences@see
Eq. ~7!#. The Jensen-Shannon divergencehJS is zero for sub-
sequences with the same statistical characteristics; it ta
1-4
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higher values for increasing differences between the stat
cal patterns in the subsequences. In particular, both ran
and any regular~multiblock! copolymer of infinite length
showhJS50; for a finite random-block~Poisson! copolymer,
the hJS value considered as a function of average blo
length goes though the maximum, thus giving a reasona
good measure of complexity for these sequences, co
sponding to our intuition@we normally expect that a com
pletely random sequence or a sequence with long unif
blocks contains less information than a sequence contai
many different blocks~words! of medium length#.

We will see below that the Jensen-Shannon diverge
measure is indeed quite adequate for the description of in
mation complexity of the sequences studied in the pres
paper. Of course, only by sequence analysis, we cannot
ambiguously distinguish between what might be called qu
ity and quantity of information.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
DIVERSITY VERSUS DEGENERACY

A. Conformational transitions

We start our discussion by estimating the reference ene
parameter at which coil-globule transition takes place in
homopolymer chain. To this end, we calculatedR for the
128-unit H homopolymer chain as a function of«HH . An
apparent transition energy«* can be identified with inflec-
tion point on theR(«HH) curve. Note that in order to esti
mate«* , it is easier to use the radius of gyration than t
specific heat@43,44#. The derivative]R/]«HH exhibits a pro-
nounced peak, which signals a transition. After least-squ
fitting of the simulation data and subsequent differentiati
we find«* 50.4260.08. Practically, the same value of«* is
obtained from the conditionR(«HH)/RU51, whereRU is the
radius of gyration calculated for unperturbed chain, i.e.,
chain without excluding volume and attractive interactio
(Hev5Ha50). At «HH,«* , the chain is in a swollen coi
state and collapses when«HH becomes significantly large
than«* . As has been noted, the value of«HH is chosen equa
to 2 in order to ensure the collapse of hydrophobic units i
a dense core shielded by hydrophillic units from the solve

We also studied the conformational behavior of a diblo
128-unitHP copolymer chain. In this case, the value of«HH
was fixed at«HH52, while the energy parameter«PP de-
scribing the interaction between hydrophillic units was v
ied. For this system, we calculated the partial mean-squ
radius of gyration for hydrophillic block,RP . When«PP is
increased, we observe in fact the adsorption of the hydrop
lic block on the surface of globule formed by the hydroph
bic block, resulting in a decrease inRP . The transition ad-
sorption energy«a* , estimated from the position of inflectio
point on theRP(«PP) curve is found to be«a* 50.1460.07.

B. Evolutionary drift

Now we can ask that how two nearby generations,G and
G11, relate to each other as the system evolves. To ans
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this question, we define the following sequence mutat
rate, which reflects the relevant features of diffusion~drift! in
sequence space:

dG5
1

N (
i 51

N

~12dsi ~G!,si ~G11!! . ~9!

Here dsi (G),si (G11) is the Kronecker delta symbol. ThedG

value is the normalized Hamming distance, which cou
how many monomers are different between two sequen
S(G) and S(G11) of the same lengthN. Note thatdG5 1

2

for any random process.
For all the cases studied in the present paper, we h

observed that although for the first several generations,
sequence mutation rate changes, for the next generation
reaches a steady state and seems to fluctuate more or
randomly around its average level^dG& that depends on
«PP .

Figure 1 shows thêdG& value, found for the range 102

,G<103 ~where a steady state is already established! and
averaged over 20 independent runs (7.23109 time steps!, as
a function of «PP . We conclude that, for the evolutionar
model under study, the steady-state rate of mutations
comes approximately an order of magnitude larger when«PP
increases from 0 to 1. For«PP52, the average Hamming
distance between neighboring sequences is^dG&50.47
60.04, that is, the rate of mutation approaches the va
corresponding to a random process~as it should be! because
the difference betweenH andP units disappears in this case
It is seen that there are two well-defined regions of«PP lo-
cated at«PP,0.3 and 0.3<«PP<1, in which^dG& shows an

FIG. 1. Normalized Hamming distance averaged over the
900 generations (3.63108 time steps! of 20 independent trajecto
ries as a function of«PP . There are two different regions of«PP
~region I located at«PP,0.3 and region II located at 0.3&«PP
&1), in which ^dG& shows an approximately linear behavior~^•&
means time averaging, and the time represents in our mode
number of mutational events!. Points present the simulation result
Solid lines are the best fit to the simulation data.
1-5
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approximately linear behavior as a function of«PP . Thus,
we can speculate that, depending on the interaction betw
hydrophilic monomers, there are two different regimes
mutation process. This observation is further supported
analysis of conformational properties.

C. The conformational properties

Figure 2 shows the total gyration radiusR found for the
whole macromolecule as well as partial gyration radii,RH
and RP , calculated forH andP components for stationar
regime (102,G<103) at different«PP . From RH andRP ,
one can define the following characteristic ratio:z5RP /RH
that takes into account both the properties of compactn
and solubility for a heteropolymer globule~compactness is
directly related to the mean size of hydrophobic globu
core, whereas solubility should depend on the size of hyd

FIG. 2. ~a! Mean-square gyration radiusR and its components
RH andRP , plotted vs«PP . ~b! Ratio z5RP /RH as a function of
«PP .
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philic corona, preventing the aggregation; thus the param
z somehow describes both aspects!. We find thatRH is a
weakly increasing function of«PP . This is due to the fact
that, as«PP becomes larger, the attraction betweenH andP
monomers increases, thus facilitating their compatibility a
mixing in the globular core. On the other hand,RP is a
weakly decreasing function of«PP in the range«PP>0.3 and
demonstrates a rapid growth when«PP decreases and be
comes less than 0.3. Similar trends are found forR andz. For
the parameterz introduced above, we observe rather d
tinctly the existence of two regions, located below and abo
«PP'0.3, wherez can be approximated by linear relation
This fact is an indirect indication that there are two differe
regimes of evolutionary mechanism, leading to different fin
structures. We will call these regimes of evolutionary beh
ior regime I ~for «PP,0.3) and regime II («PP>0.3). Note
that the corresponding critical value«PP* '0.3 is found to be
smaller than the critical energy«* at which coil-globule
transition takes place in a homopolymer chain of the sa
length.

In Fig. 3, we present two instantaneous pictures~snap-
shots! showing the typical globular conformations obtain
after a long sequence evolution procedure for the case«PP
50 ~regime I! and«PP50.3 ~regime II!. From Fig. 3~a!, it is
seen that the evolution of sequences in regime I conve
the typical globular conformation to a degenerated ‘‘co
tail’’ or ‘‘tadpolelike’’ structure. On the other hand, when th
attraction between hydrophobic units is sufficiently stro
~regime II!, we observe ‘‘core-shell’’ structures having
dense hydrophobic core stabilized by hydrophilic envelo
in a globular conformation@Fig. 3~b!#. One can intuitively

FIG. 3. Snapshots of two typical conformations of designed
polymers obtained after long evolution (3.63108 time steps! of
sequences.~a! Core-tail~tadpolelike! structure at«PP50. ~b! Core-
shell structure at«PP50.3.
1-6
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say that in the regime II the evolution preserved the seque
of high complexity, while in the regime I the informatio
content of the sequence has degenerated in the cours
evolution. In the following section, this intuitive feeling i
supported by quantitative calculations.

D. The sequence-dependent properties

In Fig. 4, we present some of the information-theoret
based parameters defined earlier. It is seen that the m
length of bothH and P blocks increases as the energy
P-P interactions decreases@Fig. 4~a!#. This increase be-
comes especially well pronounced in the range«PP,0.3,
indicating a similarity with the behavior found for th
conformation-dependent characteristics~Fig. 2!. Hydrophilic
blocks are slightly longer as compared to hydropho
blocks, the behavior expected for relatively short chains@15#.

As compared to Shannon’s entropy, two observations
noteworthy here:~i! it is always smaller than unity and~ii ! it
increases gradually with«PP @Fig. 4~b!#. The compression
ratio k is also smaller than unity and it is found to be
decreasing function of«PP @Fig. 4~c!#, as can be expecte
taking into account the trends predicted for the average b
lengths, see Fig. 4~a! ~indeed, we expect that thek value
should increase as the block length is increased; in partic
for the L5N/2 limit, we havek50.953 atN5128). Also
these results mean that the statistical properties of the
quences generated in the course of evolution deviate stro
from random ones. Indeed, for a random sequence con
ing 128 symbols, one hash50.920 andk50.672~these data
were obtained by averaging over 105 random sequences!.

FIG. 4. Sequence-dependent parameters as functions of«PP ~a!
average length ofH andP blocks,~b! Shannon’s entropy,~c! com-
pression ratio, and~d! the Jensen-Shannon divergence measure.
splitting parametern in Eq. ~8! is set to ben5N/2.
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From Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!, we see that Shannon’s entrop
and compression ratio do not show any singularity when
energy«PP is varied. Such a behavior is in contrast with th
results found for the average sequence mutation rate~Fig. 1!
and for the parameterz @Fig. 2~b!#, which demonstrate the
existence of two different regimes.

Already from this observation it is possible to suspect t
Shannon’s entropy and compression ratio are not adeq
measures of complexity for the generated sequences. M
over, Shannon’s entropy reaches maximum and compres
ratio reaches minimum for a completely random sequenc
is clear that such a sequence cannot be regarded as h
the maximum information complexity. Its information con
tent is close to zero, similar to that of a completely regu
sequence. Therefore, to make the mathematical informat
related description consistent with our intuitive feeling
complexity, we have to choose the characteristics which~i! is
equal to zero for both random and regular sequences,
reaches maximum for the sequences consisting of medi
size words with high degree of diversity~in our model, di-
versity is connected with the length of the word consisting
homogeneous symbols!; ~ii ! another important feature of th
sequence is connected with the fact that it encodes the sp
core-shell structure of a copolymer globule. This feature c
be realized only if a statistical pattern is attributed to a
quence as a whole, and cannot be obtained by joining
independent statistical patterns of two subsequences
smaller length. In this respect, protein sequences are sim
sequence as a whole determines globular structure and h
biological function, while if this sequence is cut in tw
pieces, those pieces normally neither correspond to a sol
globule, nor have any biological function.

From this viewpoint, the Jensen-Shannon diverge
measure introduced above@see Eq.~8!# seems to comply
with both these requirements. Actually, it is designed in su
a way that it takes zero value for the sequences which ca
divided into two subsequences with similar statistical p
terns. Therefore, we choose this characteristic for the
scription of information complexity.

Figure 4~d! shows the value ofhJS as a function of«PP .
The most important feature is thathJS is a nonmonotonous
function of «PP , whereas Shannon’s entropy and the co
pression ratio always changegradually. The value ofhJS
reaches its maximum at«PP'0.3, i.e., just on the boundar
of regimes I and II, see above. ConsideringhJS as a measure
of complexity, one can say that at«PP'0.3, the correspond
ing primary structure reaches its maximum complexity.
this case,hJS50.093. This value is distinctly greater as com
pared to that found for a random 128-symbol two-letter
quence adjusted to achieve the 1:1 composition,hJS
50.063. Also, it is seen from Fig. 4~d! that in the region
«PP>0.3, i.e., for regime II, the value ofhJS is rather high.
Therefore, one can say that in this case our primitive evo
tionary model imitates the ascending branch of the evoluti
resulting in a considerable amount of information conte
remaining in the generated proteinlike sequences after l
evolution. Moreover, this information content is increasin
On the other hand, at«PP,0.3 ~regime I!, hJS drops quickly,
indicating a dramatic decrease in complexity for the prima

e
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structures with longer block lengths. This observation,
gether with the trend found forL @Fig. 4~a!# and typical
snapshot conformations@Fig. 3~a!#, suggest that for thes
conditions, designed sequences degenerate into trivial o
The degenerated primary structure looks like a diblock
triblock sequence with a small amount of randomly aris
‘‘defects,’’ and from this point of view such a sequence c
be treated as trivial. Therefore, this is one more manife
tion of the fact that, when the attraction between hydroph
monomers is not sufficiently strong, we deal with t
‘‘downward’’ branch of the evolution, which leads to dege
erate ~nonproteinlike! sequences having low informatio
content and low complexity. Such a behavior reflects
coupling between polymer chain conformation a
sequence-dependent properties.

It is instructive to compare the behavior of designed
quences with that demonstrated by model sequences. To
end, it is pertinent to consider a two-letter sequence with
same composition in which the distribution of block lengthl
is described by the Poisson lawP( l )5e2LLl / l !. Thus, we
generate the Poisson distribution adjusted to achieve
same 1:1 composition and the same ‘‘degree of blockine
~average block lengthL! as for a proteinlikeHP copolymer.
We call such a sequence random-block one~cf. Ref. @8#!.

In Fig. 5~a!, we compare the Jensen-Shannon diverge
measures calculated for random block and designed
quences of the same overall length,N5128, as a function of
average block length~for designed sequences we takeL
5(LH1LP)/2). From the results shown in Fig. 5~a!, we can
conclude that the Jensen-Shannon divergence turns out
a suitable measure capable of indicating how far prim
structures of the designed copolymer are from random-bl
ones. It is seen that the values ofhJS practically coincide for
both sequences whenL.8, i.e., for small«PP’s ~regime I!.
Therefore, in the course of evolution under correspond
conditions, the proteinlike sequence degenerates into so
thing similar to a random-block sequence. On the contrary
the range of shorter block lengths~regime II!, which corre-
sponds to higher«PP’s, we observe quite visible difference
In this case, proteinlike sequences become more comple
compared to their random-block counterparts.

In Fig. 5~a!, we also present the Jensen-Shannon div
gence measure calculated for a model two-symbol sequ
with Levy-flight statistics atN5128 ~for more details, see
Ref. @15#!. As for the case of Poisson distribution, the Lev
flight distribution @15# was adjusted to achieve the 1:1 com
position. It is seen that, similar to random-block sequenc
the values ofhJS plotted as a function of average bloc
length for the Levy-flight sequences goes though the m
mum. For N5128, the maximum ofhJS is located atL
54.31. For all the block lengths considered, the value ofhJS
found for the Levy-flight sequences is considerably grea
as compared to that observed for the random-block
quences. On the other hand, the designed sequences fo
gime II have slightly higher values ofhJS in comparison with
the Levy-flight sequences.

Figure 5~b!, in which the sequence-dependent quantityhJS
is presented vs the conformation-dependent parameterz in-
troduced above, illustrates the interplay between seque
05190
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and structure. Initially, in the region II, parameterhJS in-
creases withz, and then drops sharply in the region I. Fro
these and other results we can see that sequence dic
structure and vice versa. A similar conclusion has be
drawn by Dewey@45#.

E. Detrended fluctuation analysis

Having defined quantitatively the measure of informati
complexity of a sequence, let us now turn to the question
long-range correlations in the sequences generated via
lution mechanism described above. In Ref.@15#, we have
shown that already primary coloring procedure leads to lo
range correlations of the Levy-flight type. The question
that whether these correlations are preserved after our m
tiple coloring evolution procedure?

Following Ref. @15#, in order to monitor long-range sta
tistical properties of generated sequences, we will emp

FIG. 5. ~a! The Jensen-Shannon divergence for random-blo
Levy-flight @15#, and designed sequences of the same lengthN
5128, as a function of average block lengthL. ~b! The Jensen-
Shannon divergence for designed sequences as a function of
z5RP /RH . The splitting parametern in Eq. ~8! is set to ben
5N/2.
1-8
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CONFORMATION-DEPENDENT EVOLUTION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 051901 ~2003!
the method similar to that used by Stanley and co-work
@46,47# in their search for long-range correlations in DN
sequences. In this approach, eachHP sequence is trans
formed into a sequence of symbols 0 and 1. We choose
‘‘window’’ of length L, move it step by step along the s
quence, and at each step count the number ofP units inside
the window. This number is a random variable with certa
distribution and dispersion,DL . If the sequence is uncorre
lated ~normal random walk! or there are only local correla
tions extending up to a characteristic range~Markov chain!,
then DL scales asL1/2 with the window widthL. A power
law DL}La with a. 1

2 would then manifest the existence
long-range~scale-invariant! correlations. However, due t
large fluctuations, conventional scaling analyses ofDL can-
not be applied reliably to the entire short sequence. To av
this problem, we use the detrended fluctuation analysis,
method specifically adapted to handle problems associ
with statistics of DNA sequences@46,47#. Following this ap-
proach, we calculate the so-called detrended fluctuation fu
tion F(L), which characterizes the detrended local fluctu
tions within the window of lengthL.

The functionsF(L) were averaged over the last 900 pr
teinlike sequences generated under stationary condit
~i.e., atdG* '0) for «PP>0.3. For comparison, we calculate
the same function for a purely random 1:1 sequence w
N5128 and foundF(L)}L1/2 scaling throughout the inter
val of L examined, as expected. Although the results
designed sequences do not fit accurately to any power
F(L)}La throughout the interval ofL considered, the slope
a observed for the dependence of ln@F(L)# on lnL corre-
sponds to a value significantly larger than1

2, up to about 1,
thus indicating pronounced long-range correlations in a
signed sequence. Moreover, we observe rather distinctly
increase in this initial slope when the parameter«PP is re-
duced from 2 to 0.3.

Therefore, we can conclude that the long-range corr
tions of Levy-flight type are preserved after evolution proc
dure in regime II. It should be emphasized that the m
pronounced long-range correlations are observed near
singularity point,«PP50.3.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using a molecular-dynamics-based algorithm, we ha
simulated the conformation-dependent evolution of mo
two-letter ~HP! copolymer sequences. With this evolutio
ary process, structures and sequences are formed
consistently. The following main questions were address
~i! whether this evolution can result in an increase in co
plexity of arising sequences or it ends up with some triv
~degenerated! sequence? and~ii ! what is the interconnection
between sequences and structures? To answer these
tions, a 128-unit flexible-chain heteropolymer with theHP
composition fixed at 1:1 has been simulated for conditio
when hydrophobicH monomers strongly attract each othe
thus stabilizing a dense globular core, while the attract
energy«PP between hydrophilicP monomers is considere
as a parameter. For this model system, we have calcul
various conformational-dependent and sequence-depen
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properties, which are complementary to each other, includ
Shannon’s entropy, Jensen-Shannon divergence measur
compressibility of a sequence, the detrended local fluct
tions characterizingHP distribution, etc. Using these quan
tities, we have found that, for the model under investigati
there are two regimes~branches! of evolution, depending on
the energy parameter«PP . If «PP is smaller than some cross
over energy«PP* ('0.3kBT), the evolution can lead to a
transition in sequence space from the sequences with
teinlike primary structures having relatively shortH and P
blocks to the degenerated~nonproteinlike! sequences having
long uniform blocks, the length of which is close to half
the chain. The crossover energy«PP* was found to be slightly
smaller than the critical energy of coil-globule transition«*
for a homopolymer chain of the same length. On the ot
hand, this energy parameter is greater than the critical
sorption energy of hydrophilic block on the surface of glo
ule formed by hydrophobic chain section of a diblockHP
copolymer. The degenerated primary structures corresp
to diblock or triblock sequences with a small amount of ra
domly arising ‘‘defects,’’ and from this viewpoint such a s
quence can be treated as trivial. As can be seen from
3~a!, the three-dimensional structures formed in this ca
look like a core-tail or a tadpole structure. Therefore, wh
the attraction between hydrophilic monomers is not su
ciently strong, we deal with the descending branch of
evolution, which leads to degenerate~nonproteinlike! se-
quences having low information content and low complex
On the other hand, in the second regime~at «PP>«PP* ), the
proteinlike structures have been found to be evolutiona
stable~in the sense that initial sequence does not degene
into a trivial one!. The corresponding sequences are not r
dom and exhibit strong correlations. For the sequences g
erated in this regime, it has been shown that the degre
complexity, as measured by the Jensen-Shannon diverg
measure is considerably higher as compared to that obse
for the first regime. The complexity increases with a decre
in «PP and reaches its maximum in the vicinity of«PP* . In
addition, we have observed that as«PP approaches«PP* long-
range correlations become more pronounced. Taking into
count all these results, one can attribute the correspon
evolutionary process to ascending branch of the molec
evolution, leading to more complicated structures. This c
clusion is further supported by the analysis of the morph
ogy of the proteinlike copolymer globules. In this case,
observe the formation of stable core-shell structures hav
dense hydrophobic core stabilized by hydrophilic envelo
in a globular conformation.
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